The effect of variable liposome brightness on quantifying lipid-protein interactions using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has been increasingly used to study the binding of fluorescently-labeled peptides and proteins to phospholipid vesicles. In this work, we present a new method to analyze partition data obtained by this technique based on the assumption that the number of fluorescently-labeled protein molecules bound per liposome follows a Poisson distribution. To not overestimate the recovered partition coefficients, we first show that the variation in liposome brightness caused by this statistical distribution must be considered explicitly in data analysis when the parameter used to establish the partition curves is the fractional instead of the absolute amplitudes associated with the slowest diffusing particles in the system (lipid vesicles), a choice frequently made in FCS partition studies. We further extend the theoretical model describing the membrane partition of a fluorescently-labeled protein by considering the presence of a trace amount of free fluorescent dye (non-binding component) in the system. We show that this situation can account for an apparent maximal binding level lower than 100% in the experimental partitioning curves obtained for Alexa 488 fluorescently-labeled lysozyme and liposomes prepared with variable anionic phospholipid content. The extreme sensitivity of the FCS technique allowed uncoupling lysozyme partition from the protein-induced liposome aggregation, confirming that lysozyme binding to negatively charged liposomes is dominantly driven by electrostatic interactions.